[Expression of a series of leukocyte and non-leukocyte antigens in breast cancer tissues after local irradiation as a morphologic manifestation of the interaction of parenchymal cells and tumor stroma].
Pronounced expression of antigens HMFG-I, HLA-I and II classes, Thy-I, SD38, RFB-I, SDIS, SD45 is observed in the mammary carcinoma tissue after radiation therapy. Much less are expressed antigens SD11b, SD15, mu-chain of immunoglobulin M SD8, SD4, SD3, LFA-1. Within the tumour and outside peculiar parenchymatous-stromal, structural functional formations are observed which demonstrate simultaneous expression of identical antigens indicating the existence of common biological processes in both parenchyma and stroma mediated by the antigen expression regardless of the tissue radiation damage.